ABSTRACT With the growing complexity of software-based industrial control applications, the demand for reliable software in the industrial control domain has also been increasing. Although the robustness of complex industrial control applications can benefit from formal modeling and verification, there remains a significant gap between formally verified models and real implementation. A model-driven development approach can be a solution to this problem. This paper aims to introduce a full-fledged model-driven integrated development environment, called UMIICA, for developing reliable industrial control applications. For this goal, we first determined the requirements imposed by the model-driven development process of networked industrial control applications. Based on these requirements, we analyzed the problems to be solved and designed the UMIICA tool according to the problem statements. Our proposed UMIICA tool is a full-fledged development environment for better productivity and software quality in our target application domain in that it incorporates whole model-driven development phases with cross-platform support and preserves the verified model behavior on the final implementation. As a case study, we constructed a threeaxis cartesian robot testbed and developed an application for the testbed via the UMIICA tool. The evaluation results on our testbed also proved the effectiveness of UMIICA regarding the functional correctness and realtime performance guarantee of the resulting target application.
I. INTRODUCTION
For decades, the control logic of many industrial processes has usually been implemented using programmable logic controllers (PLCs), which are proprietary hardware for the target application. Due to the proliferation of PLCs in various industries, it is becoming essential for programmers and field engineers with different domain backgrounds to handle PLC-based systems easily. On the other hand, as information technologies rapidly integrate with mechanical devices, there is an ever-increasing need for reliable and scalable components in industrial control systems. Unfortunately, however, conventional proprietary hardware PLC-based approaches to implementing applications have made it challenging to integrate components from different vendors when building large and sophisticated control systems.
To solve this problem, there has been a noticeable change in developing such systems, i.e., the adoption of softwarebased controllers implemented on a general-purpose computing platform, often called soft PLC. Apparently, soft PLC systems have advantages over traditional proprietary hardware PLCs in terms of maintainability and scalability. However, on the other hand, developing reliable time-critical and safety-critical control applications mainly in software is becoming more challenging because of the growing complexity of software.
Fortunately, the robustness of complex industrial control applications can greatly benefit from formal methods by specifying and verifying the target system behavior during the early design stage. In recent years, formal modeling and verification have been successfully applied in various mission-critical industrial control applications such as nuclear engineering, military systems, satellite control, and factory automation [1] - [4] . Although the introduction of formal methods in industrial control greatly helped compensate for the growing complexity of software and thus improved software quality, there remains a challenge to reduce the gap between well-verified models and errorprone and costly handcrafted implementations. Model-driven development (MDD) techniques [5] , [6] can efficiently tackle this problem and substantially lessen the burden of engineers who are not familiar with formal methods by automating the translation from the model to code in an accurate way.
This paper focuses on the development of a practical MDD framework for better productivity and software quality in developing reliable industrial control applications. In this context, we first determine the key requirements of an MDD framework regarding the whole development phases for industrial control applications shown in Fig. 1 .
First, the translation algorithm from the formal model to the target-dependent codes must preserve the verified model behavior to the final target-specific runtime code as much as it can. In many cases, the semantics of formal specification language has been somewhat ideally defined for the simplicity of model abstraction, which may not be adequately implemented in the target executable codes. For this reason, the translation algorithm may modify the semantics partly or allow only a subset of semantic rules in the model as long as the gap between the model and the executable code is acceptable.
Second, an MDD framework should provide a system configuration tool to avoid additional manual coding on the platform-dependent parts and thus fully and correctly facilitate automating the target code generation [7] . For example, a networked industrial control device needs to exchange the monitoring and control data on the external network address with the controlled devices. Since the model specified in formal languages does not address the association between model variables and physical I/O addresses, without a configuration tool, field engineers need to complete the code generation manually.
Third, along with the proliferation of soft PLC systems in the industrial control domain, an MDD framework should consider the portability across various target runtime environments. To this end, the automated code generation framework needs to separate the platform-dependent code from the application-specific codes, making it easy to migrate the applications across various platforms by merely replacing the platform-dependent code [8] .
In many software domains, it is already widely accepted that we can achieve higher efficiency of the system development while increasing the software quality by using an integrated development environment (IDE). Thus, we recommend integrating the whole MDD phases into the form of a GUI-based IDE for the convenience of developers who do not have in-depth domain knowledge of MDD.
Regarding the requirements mentioned above, we aim to develop a model-driven integrated development environment, called UMIICA. 1 The UMIICA tool incorporates the overall MDD process for developing reliable industrial control applications efficiently from model verification to target runtime code generation. We base the early design phases, modeling and verification, on timed automata [9] and UPPAAL [10] , which respectively are one of the dominant formal specification languages and the associated model checker. The translation algorithm in the UMIICA IDE preserves the specified and verified behaviors, even at the runtime codes, based on a systematic mapping between the semantics of formal specification and the target code. It also provides a fully automated code generation framework and portability on various target platforms through the user-friendly system configuration tool and the associated target runtime build toolchain. We validated the applicability of our IDE to real-time industrial control applications using a 3-axis cartesian robot control testbed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the background for formal specification and presents the related works on code generation based on timed automata. Next, Section III outlines the design principles applied to our model-driven IDE and describes the specific functionalities provided by the IDE. In Section IV, we demonstrate and validate the applicability of our IDE approach to industrial control applications using a 3-axis robot control application. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENTS A. FORMAL VERIFICATION BASED ON TIMED AUTOMATA AND UPPAAL
Since its introduction in the early 1990s, timed automata (TA) has been one of the most dominant formal specification methods to support the MDD of real-time systems, because timed automata models can explicitly assert timing constraints. A timed automaton is an extended finite-state machine with a set of real-time valued clocks and a set of clock constraints. A timed automaton is represented as a tuple (L, l 0 , C, A, T , I ), where L is a finite set of locations, l 0 is the initial location, C is the set of clocks, A is a set of actions, T is a set of transitions, and I assigns invariants to locations. A transition is a tuple (l 1 , a, b, c, l 2 ), where l 1 is a source location, a is a synchronization action, b is a boolean expression over clocks, c is a set of reset clocks, and l 2 is a target location. In timed automata, a system S is modeled as a composition of processes P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n that are defined as timed automata, expressed by S = P 1 P 2 . . . P n . The processes run in parallel, and can be synchronized through channels. For a channel ch, a process that performs an output action ch! is synchronized with another process that performs an input action ch?. Fig. 2 shows a TA model for a simple lamp control. The process Lamp has three locations: Off, Low, Bright. It is initially at location Off, and can move to location Low by executing press?. With the transition, the clock clk is reset to zero. At location Low, the clock clk starts to increase. The Lamp automaton may remain at location Low as long as the clock value satisfies the local timing constraint, i.e., the invariant condition (clk≤5). If it executes press? before 5 time units (clk<5), it returns to the initial location Off. Otherwise, it moves to location Bright according to the guard condition (clk≥5). The process User can execute press! at any time. The entire system is defined as SYSTEM = Lamp User. The two processes must be synchronized with the channel press. TA in UPPAAL is extended with additional features such as constants, bounded integer variables, stopwatches, urgent channels, committed locations, arrays, and user functions. UPPAAL provides a model-checker to verify a timed automata model for a given requirement specified in a simplified version of Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL). Using TCTL, we can specify various properties such as reachability, safety, and liveness. In TCTL, A p means that p is always true for all traces, and E♦p means that p is eventually true for some trace. UPPAAL also provides a simulator that is used for the user to run the system manually.
B. PROBLEM STATEMENTS
This paper focuses on a networked motion control system, which is a representative form of modern industrial control systems. To bridge the gaps between the TA model and the actual implementations, we now make the design requirements of our MDD framework more specific regarding the characteristics of the target application. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , typical networked industrial control applications have the following features.
First, a motion control program is generally implemented as a periodic real-time control task in the controller, which consists of retrieve, computation, and publish operations [11] . At every control period, the control task reads the status information including current position and velocity reported from the controlled devices (retrieve). Then, the task calculates the command data necessary for control (computation), and finally transmits the motion commands to the controlled devices (publish). Networked motion control systems also have stringent real-time constraints. One of the most important is the bounded end-to-end actuation delay. Endto-end actuation delay refers to the time interval from the dispatch of control commands at the controller to the corresponding actuation at the controlled devices. This control activity should be completed in a control cycle, and thus we do not need to consider the resolution of a timer less than the period of the control task. This fact makes the translation of time variables in the model to the target code straightforward.
Second, the behaviors of the application model should be deterministic to meet the stringent real-time properties of the target control applications. Since the violation of real-time constraints may cause catastrophic results, when translating the model to target code, we need to remove non-determinism of the formal model by modifying the semantics of the formal model, e.g., by assigning priorities among the nondeterministic behaviors.
Lastly, with the introduction of soft PLC systems, modern industrial control applications are implemented on top of various OS and hardware platforms. To facilitate migration of an application among various target environments, we need to separate the low-level platform-dependent code from the higher level application-specific code by introducing an abstraction layer between them in the MDD framework.
In addition to the characteristics of the target application domain, the mismatch between model semantics and runtime environments is a challenging issue. Failing to implement the TA semantics fully cannot guarantee that the behaviors of the model and the generated code are equivalent, which degrades the value of the MDD. However, it is hardly possible to implement all the semantics of TA because the original TA semantics such as continuous and infinitely precise clocks, instantaneous reactions, and non-deterministic behaviors assume ideal situations that are difficult or impossible to implement [12] . For this reason, the automatic code generation in an MDD framework should consider the following mismatches between the TA semantics and actual implementations to preserve the verified behavior of the original model. First, the notion of time used in traditional TA semantics is continuous and defines perfect clocks with infinite precisions, whereas implementations can only access time through discrete clocks of which resolutions are limited by the target environment. Second is the synchronous hypothesis. Assuming the synchronous hypothesis, every action in the TA model is performed instantaneously within zero time. In other words, there is no change in the clock value just before the operation is executed. However, in practice, implementations can only react within a given, usually small but not zero, reaction delay. The last step in preserving the critical properties of the original model is to remove nondeterminism. In essence, TA has semantically two types of non-determinism: one is that the actual state transition may be determined randomly among all possible transitions and another is that the transition can occur at any time instant within the time-zone called time non-determinism in [13] . However, as mentioned earlier, the industrial control system must operate deterministically. Therefore, we need to decide how to handle non-determinism while preserving the verified behavior on the target code through adequate restrictions on the TA semantics during the model design phase and careful implementation of the model-to-code translation phase.
C. RELATED WORKS
Formal verification proves that the model satisfies the essential attributes of the target system. However, if the translation from the verified model to the target code is inaccurate or the target code is written separately from the model, the behavior of the target runtime system becomes far from that of the validated design model. Hence, the automatic accurate code generation from a TA model should be an essential part of the MDD framework to improve the reliability of the runtime code while reducing the development cost. Regarding the key requirements suggested earlier in this paper, we review previous studies on automated code generation from TA models in [13] - [20] .
In [13] , Amnell et al. presented a tool called TIMES that performs schedulability analysis of a timed automaton annotated with task attributes and generates executable code from the TA models. A code generation framework of TIMES tool merely assumes the synchronous hypothesis in that the times for handling external events can be negligibly small compared with the computing times and deadlines for the annotated tasks. They defined two sources of non-determinism, called external non-determinism and time non-determinism, and attempted to resolve them by introducing priorities for the action transitions and the so-called maximal-progress assumption, respectively. The code generation in TIMES tool was validated for the BrickOS, a small OS for the Lego Mindstorms TM RCX controller. Although they insisted that the TIMES tool can generate code for platform-independent execution, it is unclear how they implemented the crossplatform support because the TIMES framework does not provide an adequate platform abstraction layer.
The work by Wulf et al. [14] did not rely on the synchronous hypothesis. Instead, they defined and implemented an alternative TA semantic called Almost ASAP (AASAP) where the reactions have to be performed within a parametric time units. They also provided a set of tools that covers processes ranging from modeling to code generation, which is unfortunately not a form of IDE. Another study based on the AASAP semantics in [15] presented a refinement of AASAP semantics and a tool called SPECTRE for generating realtime code from a TA model. In the study, they tackled the side effects of non-determinism by providing user-annotated restrict statements. The applicability of those works was evaluated for only single target platforms, BrickOS and RealTime Application Interface for Linux (RTAI), respectively.
The studies in [16] - [20] have common limitations in that the code translation results may be unreliable. The reason is that they did not address the implementation problems of TA semantics mentioned in Section II-B at all [16] - [18] , or do not adequately handle various parts of TA semantics when translating the design model [19] , [20] . In particular, the works in [19] , [20] merely translated continuous time in the model to discrete time in the implementation without any restriction or modification. As a result, they cannot guarantee that the temporal constraints verified in the model are still satisfied in the implementation. Among the studies, the works in [16] , [17] , and [19] provide crossplatform support. For the smooth migration between different platforms, Save-IDE [16] and TART [17] provide hardware abstraction layers, SaveOS and Real-Time Specification for Java (RTSJ), respectively. In [19] , the UPPAAL TA model is converted to Simulink Stateflow model for simulation and testing. They generated target C source code from the Stateflow model using the Simulink Real-Time Workshop Embedded Coder (RTWEC), which is known to support various target platforms.
As suggested in Section I, a practically viable MDD framework should avoid additional manual coding with the help of a system configuration tool and incorporate the functionalities required for all the MDD phases into an IDE. However, Save-IDE [16] and AITARTOS [20] generate only code templates for the target platform and thus need further hand-crafted coding. Since the other studies also focused on the translation of model behavior, there are no means for programmers to easily configure target system information and automatically generate full-fledged target codes using the configured information. Moreover, most of them, except for TIMES [13] and Save-IDE [16] , do not provide a userfriendly IDE tool.
III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF UMIICA A. DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF TIMED AUTOMATA MODEL IN UMIICA IDE
The modeling and verification steps in our MDD approach rely on the timed automata model and UPPAAL model checker since many previous studies have proven their VOLUME 6, 2018 robustness and efficiency for years. However, there is an inherent gap between the model semantics and the implementation, as also revealed in earlier literature. Resolving this gap is inevitably crucial for preserving the reliability of applications verified at the design model to the final implementation. To this end, we made some restrictions on the semantics of the original TA. In doing so, we avoided adding new semantics or modifying the original semantics too much so the developer can still use the UPPAAL model checking capability without additional efforts. The restrictions on the TA semantics we made are as follows.
As described in Section II-B, we focus on developing reliable, real-time networked industrial control applications using our MDD approach. First, we suggest a guideline for modeling a target application, as shown in Fig. 4 . Considering typical configurations of the networked industrial control systems, we assumed the target system consisting of a controller and controlled devices such as motor drives and other I/O devices interconnected through an industrial network. In our guideline, the entire system model consists of three parts: a Program model, an Environment model, and a PLCPlatform model. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , Program is the model for the behavior of target application in the controller that the UMIICA IDE will automatically translate into target source codes. Environment describes the operation of controlled devices interacting with the controller and helps with the model verification of the application behavior. As shown in Fig. 3 , an industrial control application is generally realized as a periodic task in the controller. The PLCPlatform model in Fig. 5 is devised to model the cyclic operation of control task in the target application. To trigger the periodic control activity, it notifies an event via the dataExchanged channel to the control loop at each control cycle triggered with a discrete time interval, denoted by PERIOD.
Second, we address the implementation of TA semantics associated with clocks. To make this discussion simple and clear, we note that our target application repeats almost the same algorithm with a fixed period and the algorithm does not define the time instants at which each action in the control loop is performed but instead only the sequence of actions. We also assume that the execution time of each iteration of the control task is always known a priori and smaller than the control period because we can analyze the execution time statistics based on the measurements, as discussed in [11] and [21] . It is also natural that the period of a task, typically equal to the deadline of the task execution, is fixed to a larger value than the worst-case execution time of the task. Based on the assumptions, the only thing we need to guarantee is that the ordering of actions is preserved in the implementation as well as in the model. Regarding the periodicity of industrial control applications, we also restrict that the values of clock variables used in the Program model should be discrete, in particular, the integer multiples of a predefined PERIOD variable. The guidelines for modeling clock variables in our framework are summarized as follows. 1) We allow only two ways to define the outgoing transition condition at a normal location: using the input from channels such as dataExchanged, or using a clock, guard, and invariant to make a transition at the time instants corresponding to a multiple of the PERIOD variable. 2) Except for case (1), clock variables are not allowed in guard or invariant. 3) Channel outputs are allowed only for the transitions from a committed location or an urgent location. 4) The values assigned to a clock variable should be an integer multiple of the PERIOD variable. Fig. 6 illustrates an example of the task model template representing the body of a periodic task. In the example, we can guarantee the ordering of subactivities in the task while keeping the value of a clock variable unchanged by using committed locations in the task execution flow. Although UPPAAL TA semantics used in this study do not restrict the use of non-determinism, our implementation makes some restrictions on it. First, we do not consider nondeterminism caused by the assumption that the actual state transition can be determined randomly among all possible transitions. Regarding the implementation effort and runtime overhead, we restrict the use of a non-deterministic state transition in modeling the target system. And, we do not guarantee that the properties proven correct by using the E♦p query are preserved in our implementation. As for the time non-determinism, we resolve this problem by implementing the so-called maximal-progress assumption in which the implementation code should take the transition immediately whenever a transition is enabled. This is because our target application, i.e., industrial control application, requires that the control commands based on the feedback data from the controlled devices should be computed and transferred in a cycle so as not to lose the control accuracy. Fig. 7 , we designed and implemented the UMIICA tool to integrate all the components used in the MDD process for developing reliable industrial control applications. For portability, UMIICA was implemented in Python. The UMIICA tool allows developers to organize all the information generated during the MDD process in a project file for the maintainability of the intermediate and final runtime code. By doing so, a developer can reuse the formal model and target codes proven in previous projects with small efforts. Moreover, by maintaining different versions of an application in different projects, the developer can quickly roll back to the appropriate previous version when a flaw is found in the current version. user-level functionalities supported by UMIICA. We now explain the implementation details of our UMIICA IDE following the MDD phases in Fig. 1 .
B. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

As illustrated in
First, we used the UPPAAL tool for the modeling and verification of design model. Once the verification result of the application model is satisfactory, we can import the model into the current project workspace by using the UPPAAL project importer. Fig. 8 depicts the structure of a UPPAAL model in XML format. Among the components of a UPPAAL model XML file, in particular, the UPPAAL project importer parses the information associated with the Declaration and Template tags into Python dictionary data structures. The Declaration part defines global variables and global functions. Also, the Template part includes definitions of the locations and transitions in the model. During the parsing, the UPPAAL project importer systematically classifies the interface between the location and transition, the function codes such as invariants and guards, and the information related to the variables including name, data type, and initial value, according to their roles in the application.
The UMIICA IDE also provides a means for developers to initialize or change the platform-and application-specific information, called the configuration editor. Since the data structures generated by the UPPAAL project importer only expresses the algorithm parts of the target application, it is mandatory for the developer to set the platform-dependent information listed in Table 2 using the system configuration editor. The system configuration module creates the relevant VOLUME 6, 2018 TABLE 2. User-configurable information using the system configuration editor.
FIGURE 9.
Data structures and functions generated by the code generator.
internal data structures using the configured data and stores them in the current project workspace.
Then, the code generator generates the C language struct and function codes of the target application from the outputs of the UPPAAL project importer and the system configuration module. Fig. 9 illustrates the contents of the data structures and functions generated by the code generator and their cross-reference relations. As shown in the figure, the I/O mapping structure is constructed from the mapping information explicitly configured by the developer using the system configuration editor, whereas other data structures and functions are created from the information extracted from the UPPAAL model. Each automaton composing the system is called a process in UPPAAL. Among the process instances declared in the Template structure, the code generator translates only the process instances that are explicitly configured to be implemented by the developer using the system configuration editor. All processes can be referenced through the ''process_list'' array in the Program structure. Although the Program and Template structures have a context structure in common, the meanings of context are different. The context in Template is a declaration for the local variables in each template, whereas the context in Program is a declaration for the global variables in the model. Therefore, when creating multiple process instances from a template, the local context for each instance is created separately. The source code synthesized by the code generator is saved in model.c and model.h. We present an example of auto-generated code in Section IV.
In the UMIICA IDE, the UPPAAL engine implements the TA semantics used in the target application model. Once the network device, I/O variable mapping, and the application task are initialized, the engine code in the periodic task body starts to execute the algorithm part of the application referring to the data structures in the model codes, as shown in Fig. 10 . The UPPAAL engine first processes the transitions triggered by a signal from the dataExchanged channel. Then, the engine repeatedly examines the current locations of processes in the ''process_list'' array and performs the transitions on the valuation of the guard, channel, and invariant conditions if the current location of the process is a committed location. After the transitions on the committed location are processed completely, the transitions on the normal locations are processed. The transition processing code checks possible transitions for the current location following the order defined in the auto-generated data structure and immediately performs the first transition that satisfies the associated condition. The immediate execution of the enabled transition implies the removal of time non-determinism at the implementation level. Since we do not delay the execution of enabled transitions, it can be remarked that urgent locations or channels are semantically identical to normal ones. For this reason, our implementation does not distinguish the urgent locations/channels from the normal locations/channels either.
The engine code is also responsible for the channel synchronization between processes. The channel conditions are examined during the transition processing. If the engine discovers a receiving channel on the current location, it attempts to find a counterpart channel, a sending channel, and vice versa. When the pair of channels are found, then the transitions associated with the channels are examined and performed on the valuation of the transition condition. In the case of a broadcast channel, one sender can synchronize with an arbitrary number of receivers. Although the guard or channel synchronization conditions are satisfied at a location, the transition should be rolled back when the invariant condition at the location is violated. For this purpose, our engine code uses a context save/restore mechanism. The current implementation of our UPPAAL engine can be found in [22] .
We support multiple target platforms by introducing a platform abstraction layer and platform-dependent resource repository. If the developer plans to develop applications running on a new target platform, the only thing to do is adding platform-dependent libraries, toolchains for target binary build, and build configuration files to the resource repository. The platform-dependent library should provide the essential system functions for the UPPAAL engine codes to use. The primitives required by the UPPAAL engine are given in Table 3 . For the ease of target platform migration, we intend to use only a small set of system primitives such as task management and communication, which are supported by most modern operating systems.
We also used an open-source, cross-platform binary build tool CMake package [23] . The package enables the developer to construct the build environment for the multi-platform code easily. In the UMIICA IDE, the resource selector module automatically generates a cross-platform build configuration file called ''CMakeLists.txt'' based on the information configured by the developer. The configuration file contains CMake tags, including the directory paths for the target platform-dependent build toolchains, header files, and library files, and the list of source codes files to compile. Table 4 summarizes the files used by CMake for building the final runtime binary code.
IV. CASE STUDY: 3-AXIS ROBOT CONTROL APPLICATION
This section demonstrates how a developer can use our UMIICA IDE in practice, from modeling to runtime verification of networked industrial control applications. For the evaluation, we set up a networked multi-axis robot control application testbed, that consists of an embedded controller, an I/O device, and a 3-axis cartesian robot.
As shown in Fig. 11(a) , the components are interconnected using an EtherCAT [24] network, which is one of the most well-known real-time Ethernet technologies for realtime industrial control. We constructed the embedded controller solely from open-source software components such as Xenomai real-time patch for Linux [25] and IgH EtherCAT master stack [26] on top of an ARM Cortex A8 evaluation board [27] . The messages exchanged between the controller and the motor drive at each axis of the cartesian robot conform to a set of process data objects (PDOs) for the cyclic synchronous position mode defined in [28] . As for the I/O device, we employed a commercial EtherCAT evaluation board from Beckhoff. Fig. 11(b) also shows a simplified execution flow of the test application.
A. MODELING THE ROBOT CONTROL APPLICATION
The operation of a robot control application under consideration is as follows. The robot uses motors and linear actuators to position a tool point at a designated location. It makes linear movements along three axes, Axis0, Axis1, and Axis2, as illustrated in Fig. 11(a) . In our testbed configuration, Axis0 and Axis1 are responsible for the horizontal movements for the base and the tool point, respectively. Likewise, Axis2 deals with the vertical movement of the tool point. We constructed the testbed system for the dedicated switches on a separate I/O device to manage the power on/off and movement direction of each axis. There are also restrictions on the axis movement. First, the movement of each axis should stay within the region that the framework confines, called the working area. Therefore, the control program should guarantee that all axes will not move outside of the working area. Next, although an axis may stay within its working area, it should also avoid the collision between the base and the tool. We call the positions of the axes, which may result in the collision, the collision area. Following the target system behavior, we built timed automata models for the environment and the application using UPPAAL.
As shown in Fig. 12 , the environment model for each axis consists of three automata, PowerSW, MoveSW, and MotorPower. PowerSW and MoveSW represent the power on/off and movement direction control signal for an axis sent from the user-controlled switches on the external I/O device to the controller, respectively. Each switch is modeled so that the input value of the switch can be changed at any time on the user action. MotorPower models the power on/off sequence for a motor drive at each axis. For simplicity, our model assumes that a motor drive immediately sends a feedback# signal to the controller on receiving the power# signal from the controller. We note that '#' indicates the axis number from now on. Fig. 13 shows the timed automata model for the robot motion control application. In the PowerControl model, the user switch input for power control is transmitted to power# and in turn feedback#. This sequence causes the LED on the I/O device to be turned on to notify that the motor is powered on successfully. The Axis models in Figs. 13(b)-13(d) describe the actual operations of each axis. Each axis model also updates the target position (target#) of the corresponding motor according to the move_sw# event. After all axis movement operations are processed, the CollisionChecker checks if the next target position (temp#) of the axis is in the collision area. If a collision is expected, the process sends a stop channel to the corresponding axis and restores the target position using the old one.
B. MODEL CHECKING AND CODE GENERATION
For the auto-generated code to be viable at the target system, we need to appropriately set the value of operation parameters before target code generation. We could obtain the values from the manufacturer's manual or measurement on the actual platform. Using the parameters, we intend to check in the UPPAAL timed automata models whether the movement of each axis is confined to its working area and the potential collision is avoided in advance. For this purpose, we defined model variables, Range, Col01, Col2, and Vel. Table 5 summarizes the parameter values used for the verification of essential system behaviors. As can be seen in Fig. 13 , we used Range to guarantee that the axes move within the area range [−Range, +Range] centered at the home position of each axis. Vel variable represents the moving distance of each axis in a control cycle, i.e., the moving velocity. The value of Vel was set to 60 units/ms, which amounts to the velocity for an axis to move from one end to another end in a second with a 1 ms control period.
We obtained the values of the working area range for each axis by monitoring the position actual values reported by each axis through the EtherCAT PDO communications. We note that although the working area range of Axis0 looks larger than Axis1 in Fig. 11(a) , due to the characteristic of the frame structure and mechanism, Axis1 actually has the largest working area range. As listed in Table 5 , the measured working area amounts to at least more than 1,000,000 unit positions. Thus, we could not use the real values for the model verification because the length of the model variables is limited to 16 bits in the UPPAAL timed automata model, of which the values range from −32,768 to +32,767. Hence, we had to set the variable values for model checking after adjusting the real values to the value range allowed in UPPAAL with a different scaling factor for each axis.
Collisions may occur when the relative positions of the axes are in the collision area both horizontally and vertically at the same time. We devised CollisionChecker to detect and avoid such potential collisions in advance. For this purpose, we used two model variables, Col01 and Col2. Recall that Axis0 and Axis1 are responsible for the horizontal movement of the base and the tool point, respectively. On the hand, Axis2 controls the vertical movement of the tool point. Col01 denotes the threshold for the distance between Axis0 and Axis1, namely, the horizontal distance between the base and the tool. Also, Col2 represents the threshold for the relative position of the tool point from its home position at Axis2, where the tool approached too close to the base if the current position value of Axis2 is going to exceed Col2. Using the variables, the CollisionChecker process can guarantee that each axis will not be positioned within the collision area, depicted in Fig. 14 .
To evaluate the safety requirements of the target system, we verify our design model using the TCTL formula on the UPPAAL model checker. Table 6 lists the checked properties and TCTL formulae associated with them. In essence, we must ensure that the system is deadlock-free, as denoted by the first formula in Table 6 . The other formulae stand for the application-specific safety properties. Three of them guarantee that the movement of each axis is safely confined to its predefined working area. The last formula explains the conditions for the detection and avoidance of potential collisions between the base and the tool. We observed that all properties in Table 6 are satisfied in the UPPAAL model checker.
After checking the behavior of the design model on the UPPAAL model checker, we imported the UPPAAL TA model into a UMIICA project and generated the target application source codes using the code generator. Besides the information related to the timed automata model, we can configure other information required for the automatic generation of full-fledged target source codes using a system configuration editor in UMIICA. The user-configurable items include the period of real-time control task and the physical I/O address mappings for accurate control and monitoring data exchange. Fig. 15 demonstrates a summarized version of auto-generated application code from the design model and the configuration information.
As the final step for generating the target runtime code, we need to build the target executable code with the platformdependent libraries. We aimed to systematically provide cross-platform support on the UMIICA IDE. Application developers can also configure the CPU family and OS of the target platform and the underlying network protocol stack library easily by using the system configuration editor, as shown in Fig. 16 . Following the testbed configuration, we chose ARM for the target CPU, Xenomai for the target OS, and IgH master stack for the network library. By using this information, the resource selector module prepares adequate binary build configuration files, toolchains, and libraries as the input for runtime binary build component.
C. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
As pointed out in [11] , one of the most important real-time constraints for the networked control systems is to guarantee that transfer of the control message should be isochronous while keeping the jitters of successive control message delivery intervals as small as possible. Hence, we also measured the intervals of consecutive data transmissions on the automatically generated runtime code to verify that our model-to-code translation algorithm does not violate the realtime feature of the target platform. For the measurement, we used an output signal on the I/O device to toggle when the control messages are transmitted over the EtherCAT network, and we collected these signals using an external data acquisition (DAQ) board. We conducted this measurement for 10 min with a 1,000 µs control period. Fig. 17 provides the analysis results of our experiment. In practice, it is impossible to implement a complete isochronous control operation on a real platform. Hence, the statistical results analyzed and presented in the graph, such as the deviation of the interval times or the percentile of the time intervals whose length exceeds 1 % for a given control period, are often regarded as useful metrics for evaluating the real-time performance of a target system. In this regard, as observed in the results, the auto-generated code shows good performance comparable to that of the hand-crafted code in [11] . It is also clear that the real-time performance of final runtime applications primarily depends on the capability of the target runtime environment. However, it should also be noted that inaccurate translation of the timing semantics in the model will result in a violation of the real-time constraints, even though the target runtime environment can support tight timing requirements.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we aimed to present a practical MDD framework for better productivity and software quality when developing reliable industrial control applications. To this end, we designed and implemented a full-fledged model-driven integrated development environment, called UMIICA, which incorporates all the components of the MDD process, ranging from modeling to runtime code generation. Fig. 18 succinctly illustrates a mapping between each MDD step and the associated component in the UMIICA tool. We also validated the applicability of our IDE to real-time industrial control applications using a 3-axis cartesian robot control testbed considering functional correctness and real-time properties.
The future challenge of our work is to enrich the applicability of our approach by incorporating with elaborative modeling of coordinated motion control among multiple axes following predefined motion trajectories implemented in a standard motion control library.
